Adolescent offspring of schizophrenia patients (SCZ-Off) are vulnerable to psychiatric disorders. Assessing relationships between clinical and biological measures (such as functional magnetic resonance imaging, fMRI) may elucidate pathways of vulnerability in this group. Here we assessed the relationship between clinically assessed premorbid function, and cortico-striatal activity during sustained attention in controls (HC: with no family history of psychosis) and SCZ-Off. Subjects (n = 39) were assessed using the Structured Interview for Prodromal Syndromes and the Scale of Prodromal Symptoms. Based on the Global Assessment of Functioning (GAF) score, SCZ-Off were cleaved into "high" or "low" clinically functioning sub-groups (SCZ-Off HF , SCZ-Off LF respectively). During fMRI, subjects participated in a modified continuous performance task (CPT-IP). fMRI was conducted on a Bruker MedSpec 4 T system (345 EPI scans; TR = 2 s; 24 slices; 3.8 × 3.8 × 4 mm). Results show SCZ-Off LF evinced less activation than both HC and SCZ-Off HF in the executive core of the brain's attentional system (anterior cingulate, dorsal prefrontal cortex and caudate), but not visuo-spatial regions such as primary visual or superior parietal cortex. Differences were independent of behavioral performance, and reduction in activity was related to GAF score in a dosedependent manner. Assessing the relationship between clinical measures and brain activity in domains such as attention provides a window into mechanisms of vulnerability in the developing adolescent brain.
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Introduction
Sustained attention, or the ability to remain consistently (as opposed to transiently) focused on an ongoing task, is one of the most basic of cognitive domains and has been the subject of intense research scrutiny (Posner and Rothbart, 1998) . In vivo imaging studies suggest that higher order mechanisms in sustained attention, relating to control and vigilance, are particularly dependent on the brain's fronto-striatal resources (Kelley et al., 2008) . Sustained attention generally underlies many basic cognitive processes, and itself depends on the development of fronto-striatal regions including the prefrontal cortex, the anterior cingulate cortex and the basal ganglia, regions that lie within the "executive core" of the brain's attention system (Rueda et al., 2005) and that rapidly connect during adolescence (BarneaGoraly et al., 2005).
Adolescence, sustained attention and relevance for schizophrenia offspring
In the schizophrenia spectrum, attention deficits have been hypothesized not only as a marker of the illness itself, but also of risk for schizophrenia (Rutschmann et al., 1977; Cornblatt et al., 1988; Chen and Faraone, 2000) . Thus, consistent with neurodevelopmental models of schizophrenia (Rapoport et al., 2005) , deficits in sustained attention have been documented in larger cohorts of child and adolescent offspring of schizophrenia parents (SCZ-Off), presumably resulting from developmentally mediated impairments in essential fronto-striatal neuro-circuitry (Keshavan et al., 2009 ). The abnormalities associated with risk may in fact result from altered development of critical neuro-circuitry during adolescence. In general, rapid changes in functional development during adolescence relate to rapid changes in the functional organization of cortical and subPsychiatry Research: Neuroimaging 192 (2011) 91-99 
